Offer/bid to hold a FIDE meeting/competition:
39th Chess Olympiad / Budva 2010 (Serbia&Montenegro)
FIDE kongress 2010
Event: 39th Chess Olympiad

Federation: Serbia&Montenegro

Organizer: Vladimir Sakotic
(technical organizer: Montenegro Chess Federation)

(Probable) City BUDVA

Proposed dates of Arrival: 22-10-2010

Departure: 05-11-2010

Financial guarantee:
Declaration and/or Government
Guarantee if applicable.
Provisional budget to be added.
Montenegro government guarantees fulfilling all financial obligations in
case the Olympics is to be trusted our federation.
Montenegro Government guarantees FIDE’s payment of 350.000 USD

Declaration generally assuring visas
To representatives of all federations:
For the chess-players from the most of the countries the visas for
entering Serbia & Montenegro are not necessary, and for those who need
visas, they will provided at the airport, free of charge, at the arrival time

Exceptions, if any, and reasons: no exceptions

Name of Meeting/Tournament hall

And its distance from accommodation:
Adriatic Fair Budva (for the competition)
Congress Hall in Hotel “Maestral” for FIDE congress
Distance:
300 m from the hotel settlement “Slovenska plaza”
3 km from the hotel settlement “Montenegro stars”
7 km from the Hotel “Maestral” St.Stephan

Travel connections and reductions for
Participants officials and accompanying persons:
Connection to the airports:
Podgorica (60km), Tivat (25km) and Dubrovnik (65km)
1) Europe: Direct flights to Podgorica and Tivat on the competitors’
arrival’s day and on the departure’s day, connection from Zurich,
Frankfurt, Rome, Moscow and Istanbul; Flight discount of 30% is
included, related to usual prices of plane tickets
2) South America: Charter flight organized (arrivals and departures)
for the competitors of the Olympics from Buenos Aires by 600
Euros (in case of having full capacity of the plane)
3) Africa: Charter flight organized (arrivals and departures) for the
competitors of the Olympics from Tripoli by 350 Euros (in case of
having full capacity of the plane)
4) Asia: Charter flight organized (arrivals and departures) for the
competitors of the Olympics from Dubai by 500 Euros (in case of
having full capacity of the plane)

Accommodation and meals of participants And for accompanying persons:
(give classification of hotels and meals. Indicate number of persons per room).
1. The organizer takes over the payment for the accommodation
(board up to 25 USD) as a free service for the participant's
(first team members and selectors) which will be
accommodated in hotel settlement “Slovenska plaza”
2. The accompanies can be accommodated in the following
facilites:
A) Slovenska plaza **** (2.500 beds)
B) Montenegro Becici **** (400 beds)
C) Splendid Becici ***** +! (750 beds)
D) Ibero Stars Becici **** (400 beds)
E) Maestral St.Stephan ***** (500 beds)

The first team members can be accommodated in the hotels from B to E
category, with certain sur-charge for one-bed room and for two-bed
room.

Are there:
Press facilities: YES Telephones: YES Telefax: YES E-mail: YES
Provided usage of wireless Internet free of charge for all participants
during the Olympics.

Secretarial Staff (Indicate languages). English, Spanish, Russian (Arabian,
French, when necessary)

Simultaneous Translation (in case of meeting):
Will it be guaranteed in FIDE languages: English, Spanish, Russian
(Indicate languages)

FIDE standard chess equipment (in case of a competition):
YES (digital chess-boards and digital chess clocks)
Transmission of all games-live through the Internet

Additional arrangement/Prize Fund is applicable
A) Prize fund of 100.000 Euros for first three teams for male Olympics; B)
Prize fund of 60.000 Euros for first three teams for female Olympics
C) Prize fund of 50.000 Euros for medal winners on each board
D) The organizer has , besides regular prizes, provided the prize fund of
20.000 Euros in cash, in chess software, requisites and literature for
those team members which rating do not exceed 2300 points (the best
individual results on boards, as for the teams which made the best
improvement relating to the start position on the chart list.

(GA `96) Deposit:
We confirm that we shall pay the deposit fee below before conclusion of
the General Assembly granting the option. We are aware that we forfeit
this sum if for any reason we do not organize the event. If we do organize
the event this sum will be put to the credit of our account with FIDE.
We have recognized the specific FIDE stipulation for the abovementioned event and will observe them.
Federation Official: Vladimir Sakotic Place/Date: Beograd 25/02/06

Name in Print:

Signature/Federation seal

All conditions offered are subject to the approval of the FIDE President or his
representative.

